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he HIE, or High Income Equity
Fund, is a high yield closed
end fund managed by Miller
Howard Investments with value for
investors.
Dividends Come At A Price
The most recent quarter was not a
good one for HIE share prices and

fund managers will be the first to say
it. In their most recent conference call
manager John “Jack” E Leslie III said it
straight out, our “pursuit of dividends
hurt us in the quarter”. This is because
dividend stocks fell out of vogue, at
least in the first half of the year, as
investors turned away from yield in
favor of other opportunities in the
equities market. Dividend producers
of all form underperformed, not just
the HIE. This is easy to see when you
compare a dividend tracking index
such as the Spyder S&P Dividend
tracker SDY with the broader market
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but nonetheless troubling for
investors, especially with the specter
of higher interest on the horizon.
Higher interest rates are a concern
as they could lead investors away
from cash producing assets as yields
begin to rise on other asset classes.
However, from what I took away from
the HIE conference call, fund manger
Jack Leslie see’s more risk of a rate
hike hurting the overall economy
than there is of it significantly
impacting longer term yields. The
FOMC has long said that once lift off
began it would be a slow process
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A Buying Opportunity
For High Yield Investors
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On a quarterly basis
REITs and Utilities were
the worst performing
sectors in 2nd quarter
of this year and had the
biggest impact on HIE
share prices.

with average growth near 12%. The
HIE is yielding over 10% with average
growth among portfolio stocks
greater than 20%.
On a quarterly basis REITs and
Utilities were the worst performing
sectors in 2nd quarter of this year
and had the biggest impact on HIE
share prices. These sectors are closely
tied to the bond markets, often
referred to as bond proxies, and were
negatively impacted by rising bond
rates during the period. Looking

forward we can expect these sectors
to continue paying and raising
their distributions as the economy
continues to expand. The three
top performing assets this quarter;
Golar LNG, Williams Companies and
Blackstone Group all performed
better than expected, increased their
dividends and/or raised guidance
resulting in significant upside for
each.
Another concern with the HIE, as
with all high yielders, is dividend
health. HIE has been able to earn
more than enough cash to cover
its dividends through its strategies
and, as Mr. Leslie put it, not just been
paying shareholders with their own
money. This is done through earned
dividends as well as special dividends
that have been paid by its portfolio
companies and through cash flow
producing options strategies. The
fund prospectus allows as much as
20% of portfolio value to be tied up
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Weakness Is Opportunity
This recent sell-off in the market is
an opportunity for investors of all
variety, but most importantly high
yield investors. Not only are stocks
being sold at a discount, they are
being sold with higher yields and
a high degree of dividend growth
potential, an opportunity to good
to pass up. HIE is no different. It too
has undergone a sell-off that has left
it undervalued, with a higher yield
and significant potential for capital
appreciation over the next year. In
fact, the HIE is better positioned to
produce growth than most stocks
in the broader market. The average
yield on the S&P is only about 2.20%
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and that we would be in a low rate
environment for a long time. Any
rate hike we get will most likely be 25
basis points, not much considering
the amount of time the market has
had to prepare for it and the amount
of time we can expect it to take for
rates to be raised again. What does
this mean for dividends and dividend
paying assets? That they will remain
a prime place for investors seeking
cash flow and return on investment.
In fact, in Leslie’s view a rate hike
would be beneficial to dividend
producing assets.
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Forward Outlook Is Strong
Economic outlook for the US is
strong regardless of risks abroad.
Despite weak growth in the EU and
Japan, and despite the ongoing
slow down in China, the US is poised
for growth in the range of 2-3%
over the next 2-3 years at least with
signs pointing to robust growth in
earnings into the next 12 months.
On an economic basis we are in the
throes of ongoing improvement in
labor, housing and auto sales. Labor
trends show a healthy, stable market
with unemployment within the
FOMC’s range of “full employment.
At the same time there are signs
of wage inflation that, while still
tame, have led to a 2.2% annualized
increase in wages that is expected to
spill over into consumer spending.
Consumer spending is also on the
rise, as evidenced by the 2.5% year
to date increase announced just last
month.
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a continuation of positive dividend
trends we have seen over the past
few years.
According to data from S&P Dow
Jones the 2nd quarter of 2015 saw
net dividend increases of $12.5
billion. This is slightly slower than
$12.6 billion pace set last year in
the 2nd quarter but nonetheless
a significant amount of growth.
Not only are S&P index companies
increasing their distributions so to
are the non-S&P companies, and all
expected to continue into the 3rd
quarter and beyond.
Howard Silverblatt, Senior Index
Analyst at S&P Dow Jones Indices,
had this to say in the quarterly report
on dividends. . . “Given the current
declared policies, it would take a
catastrophic event (or government
action) for 2015 not to be a record
year. The question at this point is
will we extend the four-year run
of double-digit growth in actual
payments. The answer appears to
be that we will be very close to that
mark, and while the actual rate is
relevant to the official record, it is a
nice neighborhood to be in.”
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in option strategies including short
puts and calls. Over the course of the
past quarter 12 put positions were
sold with 9 expiring worthless and
3 being put back to the company,
resulting in discounted purchases
of stocks fund managers already
wanted to own.
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Despite weak growth
in the EU and Japan,
and despite the ongoing
slow down in China, the
US is poised for growth
in the range of 2-3% over
the next 2-3 years

In terms of earnings outlook
the 3rd quarter of this year is not
going to be a good one. At best we
can expect to see earnings growth
among S&P 500 companies to be flat
on last year. However, looking past
the 3rd quarter earnings growth is
expected to return in the 4th quarter
with revenue growth returning in the
1st quarter of next year. Expectations
for 2016 earnings growth are robust,
trending in a range between 10%
and 11%.
In terms of dividends Leslie and
Miller Howard expect them to
continue to increase although good
yield will be hard to find and come
at a premium. This is because the net
effect of higher rates on dividend
paying assets will be either better
coverage ratios on distributions,
dividend growth, or both. In effect,

What This Means For The HIE
Based on trends and evidence
economic expansion, revenue
growth, earnings growth and
dividends are on the rise with no
end in sight. What this all means
for the HIE is that it is set up to take
advantage of market trends and
expectations. At current valuation
the fund is undervalued compared
to NAV and its ability to earn income
providing a chance not only for
significant cash flow, but also for
capital appreciation.

Disclaimer: The opinions in this article are for informational purposes only and should not be construed as a recommendation
to buy or sell the stocks mentioned. Please do your own due diligence before making any investment decision.
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